Transcallosal Septum Pellucidum Interforniceal Approach to Remove Craniopharynginoma in Children
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Abstract

Objective: The objective is to study the approach of removal of craniopharynginoma.

Methods: We remove eight cases of craniopharynginoma in childhood which intrude the third ventricle transcallosal septum pellucidum interforniceal approach from August, 2013 to December, 2015.

Results: MRI or Recheck CT of brain post-operation can identify the removal situations of the tumor.

Conclusion: Transcallosal septum pellucidum interforniceal approach to remove craniopharynginoma is a very important method.
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Introduction

Craniopharynginoma in childhood is one of the most common intracranial tumors in children, which accounts to about 16% of it. Craniopharynginoma is a congenital benign tumor resulted from vestigial epithelial cell in craniopharyngoma during embryonic stage. We study eight cases of craniopharynginoma removal in childhood which intrude the third ventricle transcallosal septum pellucidum interforniceal approach from August, 2013 to December, 2015. All the patients have better results. Now the reports are as mentioned below.

Material and Methods

General material

Female five cases; male three cases. Ages are from eight to seventeen years old, the average 13.1. Three cases complain mainly of polydipsia and polyuria; two cases complain mainly of hypopsia in progress; two cases complain mainly of headache; one case complains mainly of endocrine disturbance.

Neuroradiology procedures

All these patients were checked by CT and MRI. Tumors in five patients intrude into frontal of third ventricle through saddle area, and tumors in three patients lie in third ventricle. Tumors have complete cystis degeneration in four cases, complete kernel in two cases, partly degeneration in two cases. Tumors have calcification in six cases, no calcification in two cases. Four cases have difference cerebral edema.

Operative methods

Craniotomy: Making crook incision inside hairline either right side or left side based on developing direction of tumors. The posterior line of the skin flap should behind coronal suture for 1.5 cm. The inside of this incision should be put on the mid-line. Finishing incision of full-thickness, the skin flap should be turn to frontal. Drill two holes should be on the coronal suture on posterior line, another two holes should be ahead for 4-5 cm. Two holes should be separated from each other for 4 cm, and making a ladder-shaped bone flap, exploring the edge of sagittal sinus inside. The edge of bone flap in mid-line should be on the right edge of sagittal sinus. It is no need passing the mid-line to explore sagittal sinus so as no injuring to sagittal sinus.

Separation between hemisphere: Dural should be cut of in curve and be turn to the mid-line. Microscope should be put anteverision for twenty degree. Separating longitudinal split perpendicularly toward the line connecting two ears. Bridging vein in front of coronal suture can be cut after coagulated. But the bigger vein should be maintained as soon as possible [1,2].

Incision of callositas: To find pericallosal artery on double side parrelling firstly. The incision of callositas should be located between two pericallosal arteries which can be either seperated carefully when clinging to each other or be push together to one side to make lateral incision on vessel but to maintain mid-line. Choose wider vessel gaps to operate when the upper three branches of vessels met on, maybe there exists callositas middle artery. It should not to incise the callositas by force if there is only one pericallosal artery to supply medial surface of double hemispheres. The boundary should be on precentral sulcus on medial surface of right hemisphere. There is little effective on message transfer between two hemispheres after limited length wise incision of callositas [2].
Post-operative treatment

It is complex of the patterns of water-electrolyte metabolism from post-operation patients. It is more easy to cause severe results in children because their abilities to adjust water-electrolyte metabolism by themselves is poor. It should be careful to use saline during operation and to check electrolyte every morning and night post-operation. In short, there are eighty percent patients who have septum pellucidum cavity [3], which can make it easy to reach interfornices. Incision of interfornices is the top of third ventricular, where tumors can be seen.

Tumor incision: Puncture and drainage slowly firstly if tumor is cyst. When tumor collapses, the wall of tumor should be raised and be separated from normal tissue surrounded. Incision inside tumor when it is kernel. When tumor collapses, the wall of tumor should be raised and be removed from peridium of tumor. It must not to detach tumor by force when it encroach on hypothalamus, especially calcific plaque. It should be remove slightly with detach. Sometime it is no need to remove the tumor totally. Cotton should be used to block upper mouth of aqueduct when it can be seen so as to prevent bleeding flowing into fourth ventricle. Besides of preventing injury to the bigger vessels constituted by Willis circular, it should be careful to maintain the blood supply from mini canalization arteries. Large area ischemic of hypothalamus will occur in case of injury of mini canalization arteries of Willis circular. It is possible not to put drainage tube so as not to cause subcutaneous fluidify when preparing to close the brain. We regard, even if aqueduct is block, incision of callosities equals to opening of top of third ventricle. This approach is difficult to close, which can make it easy to communicating from CCF to cistern so as to avoid intracranial hypertension [4].

Discussion and Conclusion

It is very difficult to remove the craniopharyngioma in third ventricle. There is dispute [5] on whether to remove tumor totally or not which combines with huge calcification and adhere tightly on inferior part of thalamus optics. Rajan [6] claimed on subtotal resection of tumor or partial resection of tumor. But we regard tumors easy to recur and the frequency of complications from the second operation due to tumors recurrence is higher than the first operation after partial resection of craniopharyngioma. So we calm to remove tumor thoroughly as soon as possible. In our group, there are five cases removed totally or subtotally, one cases partial removed due to the tumor adhered tightly on third ventricle. Premise of total resection of the craniopharyngioma is to explore enough of the tumor. So it is based on tumor location to choose the approach. Callositas - septum pellucidum - interforniceal approach was raised firstly by Apuzzo [7] in 1982. Winkler [2] thought there was less complication from this approach after he studied by anatomy and clinic. Siwanuwant [8] thought the callositas-interforniceal approach was the best approach to the third ventricle. We think this approach has such features as following:

1. It is the nearest approach to reach the third ventricle.
2. No need to open fornix column on one side and anterior region of thalamus makes no injury to thalamus, vena thalamostra and internal cerebral veins, as well as lessens occurrence of hemiplegia, coma, memory disorder and mutism post-operation.
3. Operation under euthyphoria can expand toward bilateralis and AP. And visual angles on left and right can extend from ten to fifteen degree. Explore the tumor utmost nearly without any limited. It make easy to see important structures on both sides clearly and no need dragging cerebral tissue.
4. It can explore the bigger tumor located in frontal, middle and posterior of the third ventricle and make tumor total resection or subtotal resection by adjusting patient's head position and angle of microscope.
5. No need to open cortex can lessen occurrence of brain injury and hemiplegia as well as epilepsy post-operation. In short, craniopharyngioma in children, as well as its treatment, is synthetic. Removal by operation and radiotherapy are basic methods. But it is the premise of assurance of successful operation that treatment and correction of water, electrolyte and endocrine disorder.
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